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Dr Max Raos
To the adjudicators of the Joseph Epstein Conference Grant
Thank you for the opportunity to attend the 2016 Annual Scientific Meeting in Queenstown. It was a
multifaceted experience filled with inspiration, education and networking. The ceremony for new Fellows
reaffirmed that Emergency Medicine is the career for me: in the face of a serious luggage shortage the
President of the College (Prof Anthony Lawler) borrowed his academic dress and had to go without the
Academic Medal. It was a situation reminiscent of many an ED shift where resources are tight but
expectations have to be met within a short time frame.
Education - the sessions on offer from both local and international speakers were interesting and thought
provoking. Several of note were the session on ‘Over-diagnosis in Paediatric Patients’ by Ian Maconochie,
the Wellness session with Tony Fernando and Dr John Chambers, and the presentation from Dr Eric Revue
about the Black Friday attacks in Paris. Each session gave a fresh look at common problems in the ED.
There were nuggets of knowledge embedded in each talk and one of the more interesting sessions was
the one about flow and overcrowding. It was interesting to see the discourse on how ED waiting times and
hospital length of stay were symptoms of a dysfunctional hospital system rather than the cause of increased
mortality for patients. More than the speakers talks was the interplay of academics from across Australasia
elucidating that rather than statistical relationships of wait times and mortality (previously perceived as and
Emergency Department problem for Emergency Departments to fix) that these factors stem from a common
ailment: malfunctioning hospital flow, access block and overcrowding.
Networking - There was ample opportunity to meet new and old acquaintances during the meeting. The
formal events provided a great platform to network with FACEMs from across Australia and New Zealand.
It was a good forum for sharing ideas and experiences. It was easy to feel overwhelmed but as a rule
Emergency Physicians are a friendly bunch and approachable about all aspects of life from mountain biking
to toxicology.
Inspiration - The speakers did a great job of backing their knowledge with enthusiasm. There was a
contagion of passion in each session, the hint at what was driving each presenter to provide the best care.
Prof Diana Egerton Warburton’s lecture on “think before you cannulate” has inspired me to engage with our
infection control clinical nurse specialist at my hospital to try and decrease the hospital’s current 11 cases
per year of Staphylococcal sepsis associated with intravenous lines.
Direction - It was the Indigenous Health session that gave me great pause. A host of great speakers gave
engaging talks on a subject close to my heart. To meet with clinicians engaged with research and advocacy
for indigenous health was empowering and a little awe inspiring. Entire careers and theses, countless hours
devoted to bringing indigenous health to the fore. In their midst I felt just a little under qualified as an
Indigenous advocate but was eager to learn just how to become an effective campaigner.
In summation it was a fantastic experience filled with education from a didactic and dynamic perspective. I
would like to personally thank the College and the adjudicators for the opportunity to attend. Subsequent
recipients would benefit from the grant so having it exist in perpetuity is a good thing. The experiences
outlined in this brief report only scratch the surface of what the grant enables the recipients to access. Each
interaction and learning opportunity creates an experience which coruscates and allows the grant recipient

to bring a better experience to indigenous patients on a doctor-patient level but also at a population wide
level through better advocacy, knowledge and ability.

